**RURAL BROADBAND INITIATIVE PHASE TWO (RBI2) & MOBILE BLACK SPOT FUND (MBSF) COVERAGE: NORTH ISLAND**

*NORTH ISLAND RBI2/Mobile Black Spots*

- **State Highway New Coverage**
- **Tourism New Coverage**

- **Waikato Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 9281
    - Tourism Sites: 10
    - State Highway: 50km

- **Manawatu-Wanganui Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 10300
    - Tourism Sites: 4
    - State Highway: 67km

- **Bay of Plenty Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 5041
    - Tourism Sites: 9
    - State Highway: 42km

- **Wellington Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 3742
    - Tourism Sites: 2
    - State Highway: 0km

- **Hawke's Bay Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 4089
    - Tourism Sites: 5
    - State Highway: 95km

- **Marlborough Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 1669
    - Tourism Sites: 2
    - State Highway: 51km

- **Northland Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 7441
    - Tourism Sites: 13
    - State Highway: 96km

- **Gisborne Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 1982
    - Tourism Sites: 0
    - State Highway: 95km

- **Taranaki Region**
  - New Coverage:
    - RBI2 End Users: 2053
    - Tourism Sites: 2
    - State Highway: 62km

*The blue tourism areas and red State Highway coverage on this map are indicative, representing coverage expected to be achieved with the first $150 million provided to the Rural Connectivity Group (RCG). The RCG contract will be expanded with another $100 million to cover remaining tourism areas (not shown on this map) and remaining State Highway blackspots (not shown on this map).*

**RBI2 end users are households and businesses. This projection is indicative and can fluctuate as the final locations for RBI2 sites are subject to land acquisition and consents.**
Otago Region
New Coverage:
RBI2 End Users: 4418
Tourism Sites: 10
State Highway: 120km

Southland Region
New Coverage:
RBI2 End Users: 5287
Tourism Sites: 11
State Highway: 37km

West Coast Region
New Coverage:
RBI2 End Users: 2089
Tourism Sites: 14
State Highway: 154km

Canterbury Region
New Coverage:
RBI2 End Users: 9727
Tourism Sites: 17
State Highway: 100km

Marlborough Region
New Coverage:
RBI2 End Users: 1669
Tourism Sites: 2
State Highway: 51km

Tasman Region
New Coverage:
RBI2 End Users: 1798
Tourism Sites: 7
State Highway: 52km

Nelson Region
New Coverage:
RBI2 End Users: 153
Tourism Sites: 1
State Highway: 18km

**The blue tourism areas and red State Highway coverage on this map are indicative, representing coverage expected to be achieved with the first $150 million provided to the Rural Connectivity Group (RCG). The RCG contract will be expanded with another $100 million to cover remaining tourism areas (not shown on this map) and remaining State Highway blackspots (not shown on this map).**

**RBI2 end users are households and businesses. This projection is indicative and can fluctuate as the final locations for RBI2 sites are subject to land acquisition and consents.**